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Abstract 

A key controversial issue in Uruguay has been the nation’s inability to achieve a lasting 

reconciliation regarding human rights violations after a twelve year dictatorship. While 

other scholars have identified factors that caused the resurgence of the demand for 

human rights prosecutions, I focus on the nation’s eventual failure to do so. This, I 

argue, is a result of the executive, the civil society and the politicization of human rights 

violations. I offer a critical reading on transitional justice and the justice cascade as 

explanatory frameworks to understand how societies confront their authoritarian past. 

Although these concepts both seem relevant, they are inadequate in the Uruguayan 

context. The project was undertaken using a historical research methodology focusing 

on archival research. I conclude that Uruguay has not experienced a unique water-shed 

moment because the military has never been fully discredited. This has hindered the 

process to reach an enduring reconciliation. 

Keywords:  Uruguay; reconciliation; transitional justice; justice cascade; justice; 
human rights 
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Glossary 

Civil society although contested, the civil society is comprised of voluntary 
public organizations with a common interest or goal 

Crimes against 
humanity 

“are particularly odious offenses in that they constitute a serious 
attack on human dignity or grave humiliation or a degradation of 
human beings” according to the Rome Statute of the International 
Criminal Court (1998) 

Desaparecido/a a person who disappeared presumably killed by the military or 
police. 

Human rights rights inherently to all human beings. Human rights are detailed 
in the 1948 UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

Human rights 
violations 

occur when actions by state or non-state actors abuse, ignore or 
deny basic rights including those which are civil, political, cultural, 
social or economic. 

Interpretative laws bills that seek to reinterpret a previous article or law. 

Plebiscite a direct vote in which all members of the electoral may accept or 
reject a proposal. It is synonymous with a referendum. 

Referendum a direct vote by the electorate on a single political question. It is 
synonymous with a plebiscite. 

Restorative justice an approach that focuses on the needs of the victims, as well as 
the offenders usually in the context of a community. In 
transitional justice, it centers on measures like reparations, truth 
and reconciliation commissions and the creation of memorials. 

Retributive justice an approach that considers punishment the morally appropriate 
response to a criminal offense. In transitional justice this 
approach manifests itself in criminal accountability. 

Southern Cone In terms of political geography, the Southern Cone is comprised 
of Argentina, Chile and Uruguay. However geographically this 
region includes Southern Brazil and Paraguay.  
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 

In October 2011, after twelve hours of intense debate in the Uruguayan Chamber 

of Deputies, the ruling leftist coalition voted 50-40 to abolish the 1986 amnesty for 

military-era crimes. The opposition had argued that this bill had flagrantly violated 

national sovereignty by conceding to international demands. The opposition also claimed 

it went against the will of the people who had voted twice to maintain the law. After the 

legislation had been approved, the deputies were met with enthusiastic applause by a 

crowd formed outside awaiting the result. Together with the Senate’s parallel decision 

two days before, this eliminated the internationally-criticized amnesty which had granted 

the armed forces and police immunity for twenty-five years following a dozen years of 

state terror and repression. This meant that lawsuits regarding human rights could be 

brought to court without executive interference. The bill aligned the state’s domestic 

code with international laws and treaties signed and implemented by Uruguay and also 

avoided statutes of limitations on certain crimes which were to expire shortly after. It also 

made way for the prosecution of individuals responsible for gross violations of human 

rights, the victims’ right to effective remedy and a society’s right to know the truth. These 

three pillars of international human rights law had all been denied under the amnesty.  

Less than two years later, the Uruguayan Supreme Court of Justice1 ruled in a 4-

1 decision that the law was unconstitutional, therefore invalid. The court cited that 

criminal law could not be applied retroactively. This meant that atrocities committed 

between 1973 and 1985 were again subject to the statutes of limitations designated for 

common crimes. In contrast to the contents of the recently-passed law, the Court 

contended that the majority of the crimes committed were not crimes against humanity, 

and could not be categorized as such. The leftist politicians and many civil society 
 
1
 Suprema Corte de Justicia (SCJ) 
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organizations were furious over the Court’s ruling. They believed it went against 

international laws and treaties to which Uruguay was a signatory.2 Politicians requested 

that members of the Court appear in the legislative palace to explain on their decision, 

yet all five magistrates remained silent over the issue.3 Even the president voiced his 

opinion, stating that the decision was an obstacle to achieving justice and truth.4 The 

more radical sectors of the coalition even demanded an impeachment [juicio político] of 

the SCJ.5 Transnational courts and international human rights organizations expressed 

concern about the path Uruguay had chosen and condemned the court ruling. Politicians 

from the two long-standing traditional parties and retired military officers were the only 

sectors that supported the Court’s ruling. The SCJ’s decision closed the majority of 

reopened cases and re-established a shield of impunity that had been created and 

perpetuated by the amnesty law. Nevertheless, the Uruguayan society is still extremely 

divided as to what should be done with the perpetrators. Some say that the perpetrators 

have been vilified enough, while others demand their incarceration. Despite the varied 

opinions, it is striking to note that after almost thirty years, the battle for human rights 

continues.  

These two episodes symbolize the most recent endeavours undertaken to settle 

pending human rights cases in Uruguay. The first was a big step forward for the human 

rights community after many years of struggle as this episode created a way to convict 

and punish those who violated human rights during the dictatorship. This incident 

reopened outstanding cases and facilitated the opening of new cases to be investigated 

for the first time. On the other hand, the second incident closed progress for trials and 

curtailed efforts to make amends with the past. Despite apparent attempts to resolve the 

 
2
 The Universal Charter of Human Rights, United Nations Convention against Torture, Inter-

American Convention to Prevent and Punish Torture, International Convention for the 
Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance  

3
 The Court eventually sent a written explanation. 

4
 “Duros ataques a la Corte desde el FA; MPP promueve juicio político a miembros,” El País, 

February 22, 2013, http://historico.elpais.com.uy/130222/ultmo-697692/ultimomomento/duros-
ataques-a-la-corte-desde-el-fa-mpp-promueve-juicio-politico-a-miembros.  

5
 “Se diluye el juicio político a la Corte,” El País, February 26, 2013, 

http://historico.elpais.com.uy/130226/pnacio-698606/nacional/se-diluye-el-juicio-politico-a-la-
corte.
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pending issues, they still remain unsettled. With the passage of time, each subsequent 

event has become more contentious and divisive. 

The main problem is Uruguay’s inability to achieve a lasting reconciliation. 

Sweeping amnesties and half-hearted efforts have not led to any definite resolution, but 

rather have only exacerbated the issue. I contend that this is a result of the executive, an 

organized civil society and the politicization of human rights violations. Almost all 

administrations endeavored to resolve the human rights question, yet the problem did 

not disappear. Though the civil society eventually achieved its objective of removing the 

amnesty, the civil society’s multiple efforts aggravated the problem, making it even more 

politicized. This dilemma put state actors in a difficult situation and made the elimination 

of the law even more challenging. The politicization of human rights cases converted the 

subject from one that should be dealt with in the courts to a topic of the political realm 

causing any reconciliation attempt to be highly contested and these efforts to be marred 

by accusations of revenge. Despite many implemented mechanisms, Uruguay still has 

not whole-heartedly confronted its past, thus delaying a lasting reconciliation. To 

examine the Uruguayan case, I offer a critical reading on transitional justice and the 

justice cascade as explanatory frameworks to understand how societies deal with their 

authoritarian past. Ultimately, what is interesting is that though these concepts both 

seem extremely relevant, they both break down in the context of Uruguay. Despite 

multiple attempts to bring closure to the past, a heated struggle still persists. 

Transitional justice refers to mechanisms implemented by different countries that 

seek to address human rights violations committed during a former authoritarian-ruled 

government, civil war, or genocide.6 Alternatively, there are still the shunned options of 

show trials and government policies promoting forgetfulness. The show trials, in their 

most “legitimate” context, focused on elaborate court proceedings with the sole purpose 

of convicting former leaders with an indifference for due process, the presumption of 

innocence or a fair trial. Oftentimes, members of the previous regime were thrown in jail 

or quickly executed without ever receiving a hearing. The governmental approach of 

forgetfulness hinges on the new government’s desire to control and redefine historical 

 
6
 “What is Transitional Justice,” International Center for Transitional Justice, 2013, 

http://ictj.org/about/transitional-justice. 
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memory. The government may or may not acknowledge that violations occurred and 

oftentimes declare there is no use dwelling in the past and it is necessary to move 

forward.  

Transitional justice7 focuses on establishing the rule of law and strives to achieve 

reconciliation after a democratic transition through the use of various retributive and 

restorative justice mechanisms. The three main axes of this framework are truth, justice 

and memory. Prime examples include criminal prosecutions, truth and reconciliation 

commissions, amnesties,8 reparations, lustration laws or vetting procedures, official state 

apologies and memory sites (memorialization). Essentially, transitional justice is a policy 

of compromise in what Barahona de Brito terms as the “stability vs. justice” dilemma. 

She defines this conundrum as “whether and how much new governments consider 

justice measures to be compatible with goals such as securing the irreversibility of 

democratic change, (re) constructing democratic institutions, or asserting civilian control 

over the military.”9 Possible responses ranged from doing nothing, to pursuing a 

“maximalist” policy of identifying individual perpetrators and applying criminal sanctions. 

Many third-wave democracies chose a middle ground and pursued a balance between 

truth, justice and reconciliation, since in the process of re-democratizing, there was a 

fine line between theory and practice concerning what should be done to perpetrators 

and victims of human rights violations. This approach tended to focus more on stability 

and less on justice, thus delaying the formation of the rule of law.  

The justice cascade centers on a shift towards the international recognition of 

human rights norms. The term was originally coined by Lutz and Sikkink as a “rapid shift 

toward recognizing the legitimacy of human rights norms and an increase in international 

 
7
 Works by Kritz (1995), Roht-Arriaza (1995), McAdams (1997), Barahona de Brito (1997), Teitel 

(2000), Barahona de Brito, González Enríquez & Aguilar (2001) and Elster (2004) were the 
first major contributors on this topic. 

8
 It is debated whether an amnesty is a legitimate transitional justice mechanism. Previously it 

was not considered an ideal option. However, scholars today such as Mallinder contend that 
amnesties may even have positive impacts “provided that they are introduced in good faith 
and are accompanied by other transitional justice mechanisms and institutional reforms” 
(2008, 18). 

9
 Alexandra Barahona de Brito, “Bibliographic Survey,” in The Politics of Memory: Transitional 

Justice in Democratizing Societies, ed. Barahona de Brito, Carmen González Enríquez and 
Paloma Aguilar, 345 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001). 
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and regional action to effect compliance with those norms.”10 Sikkink later defines it as 

holding previous state actors accountable for their gross human rights violations, which 

was uncommon in the 1980s. She contends that criminal accountability has become the 

new norm or appropriate behavior in the international community.11 Her definition of 

justice as a legal accountability for crimes indicates that a justice cascade is simply a 

legal accountability norm. Criminal prosecutions become the ideal or logical response to 

holding violators of human rights accountable. Sikkink’s position assumes that retributive 

justice will become the normative technique to approach human rights abuses, yet does 

not take into account anomalies like Uruguay. Instead of describing the justice cascade 

as solely establishing a criminal accountability norm, I focus on her original definition of a 

rapid regional shift in recognizing human rights norms. I define it as a regional trend 

spearheaded by the arrest of Pinochet in 1998 that caused other nations to re-evaluate 

their past and implement measures to address human rights legacies. This cascade is 

neither linear nor quantifiable, since there are ebbs and flows with each new wave 

comprised of more countries committing to confronting their past. 

While others identify factors that caused the resurgence of the demand for 

human rights prosecutions in Uruguay, I focus on the nation’s eventual failure to do so. 

In her book, Judicial Independence and Human Rights in Latin America, Elin Skaar 

contends that the onset of “post-transitional justice” was due to judges, rather than 

politicians. She adds that focusing on the role of courts and judges in the quest for 

retributive justice could expand our knowledge of what have become, essentially, judicial 

and not political processes.12 Since the president’s role has been so intertwined in 

judicial matters, I contend that in the case of Uruguay, it is the executive who historically 

had made the initial decisions to investigate human rights violations and the judges 

followed his lead. Since the amnesty law gave so much power to the executive, it placed 

the courts in a secondary role. Jo-Marie Burt, Gabriela Fried and Francesca Lessa argue 

that the key explanatory variable behind recent human rights initiatives has been the 

 
10 

Kathryn Sikkink and Ellen Lutz, “Justice Cascade: The Evolution and Impact of Foreign Human 
Rights Trials in Latin America,” Chicago Journal of International Law, 2001, 4. 

11 
Kathryn Sikkink, The Justice Cascade: How Human Rights Prosecutions are Changing World 
Politics (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2011), 5. 

12 
Elin Skaar, Judicial Independence and Human Rights in Latin America: Violations, Politics, and 
Prosecution (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 12.
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persistent demands of civil society groups.13 These groups, mobilizing against impunity 

for more than twenty five years, were the driving force behind the derogation of the 

amnesty law.14 Although I initially agree that the civil sector played a major role in 

achieving retributive justice in Uruguay, they also however complicated the legislative 

process to repeal the law by organizing two failed public referendums.15 This had huge 

repercussions on what like-minded politicians in the General Assembly16 could do. As 

Alexandra Barahona de Brito states in her influential work on Uruguay and Chile, “the 

demand for truth and justice is simultaneously ‘a problem located in the sphere of the 

ideological and symbolic’ and ‘a battle situated in a political plane.’”17 She then adds that 

by separating politics from human rights instruments, “the demand for truth and justice is 

absolute and ethical and operate in the realm of black and white, political reality is 

colored in shades of gray; while the call for truth and justice focuses on principles, 

political struggle is about power.”18 Building on what she said, I add that by its insertion 

into the political sphere, the promotion of human rights could be construed as an 

unintentional settling of scores. This has created a dichotomy based on party lines in 

Uruguayan politics between legislators that seek justice (thus being accused of wanting 

revenge) versus those that believe enough has already been done (thus being accused 

of promoting impunity). This appropriation of human rights from the judicial has turned 

an ethical question into a bitterly-fought political issue. My research seeks to add to 

transitional justice research on Uruguay by asserting that the inability to achieve justice 

 
13

 Jo-Marie Burt, Gabriela Fried, and Francesca Lessa, “Civil Society and the Resurgent Struggle 
against Impunity in Uruguay (1986–2012),” International Journal of Transitional Justice, 2013, 
1. 

14
 Ibid., 19. 

15
 This seemingly admirable and beneficial role of launching a public referendum by civil society 

organizations ended up being a hindrance for the cause of achieving justice. Letting human 
rights abuses be voted on by the populace is absent in all other Latin American countries. It is 
interesting to imagine the outcomes of referendums if other countries in the region such as 
Argentina or Chile had enacted them.  

16
 The General Assembly [Asamblea General] or legislative bodies are made up of two houses: 

the Chamber of Deputies [Cámara de Diputados/Representantes] and the Senate [Cámara de 
Senadores]. The Chamber of Deputies is the lower house comprised of 99 representatives 
elected every five years through proportional representation with a minimum of two per 
department. The Senate is the superior body and consists of 30 members elected every five 
years also by proportional representation.  

17
 Alejandra Barahona de Brito, Human Rights and Democratization in Latin America: Uruguay 

and Chile (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 1. 
18

 Ibid., 1. 
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and reconciliation was instigated by the president, complicated by civil society groups 

and has become extremely divisive following the politicization of human rights abuses. 

Transitional justice appears to be a useful concept in explaining Uruguay’s 

attempts to achieve both a stable democracy and national reconciliation in the 1980s. 

The era of transitional justice began after the inauguration of the first president in 1985 

and lasted until 1989, when all further efforts were blocked by the amnesty. The concept 

of transitional justice failed after the amnesty was affirmed at the ballot box. This event 

signalled that neither justice nor a lasting reconciliation could, at the time, be achieved 

among diverse sectors of society. The second era (1990-1999) began in Uruguay with a 

series of local and regional events that played catalytic roles in shaping subsequent 

events. This era is noted for its diminishing fear of another coupe, political stability and a 

consolidated democracy that suffered from problems with justice. The successive years 

(2000-2013) have been exemplified by the emergence of the justice cascade that swept 

the region and focus on the actions taken by Uruguay to achieve reconciliation and 

uphold the rule of law. The framework of a justice cascade prevailed until 2013 when it 

abruptly collapsed. Although successful in neighboring countries of Argentina and Chile, 

the cascade broke down locally. While transitional justice and a justice cascade are 

highly relevant concepts, they eventually fail to achieve an absolute reconciliation and 

retributive justice in the Uruguayan context.  

To address these issues, I have taken a historical, periodized approach. I believe 

it enables me to properly develop how the process in Uruguay, the larger regional 

process and the relevant theories have evolved over time. My research took place 

during the summer of 2012 in Montevideo, Uruguay. It was a qualitative research project 

undertaken using a historical research methodology. Historical research is the 

“systematic process of describing, analyzing, and interpreting the past based on 

information from selected sources as they relate to the topic under study.”19 This allowed 

for the discussion of past and present events in the context of the present condition and 

permitted that I assess and provide conceivable answers to current trends and 

problems. It is also relevant because it has provided context for grasping why things are 

 
19

 “Chapter 11: Historical Research,” Research in EDAD, University of South Dakota, 
http://www.usd.edu/%7Embaron/edad810/Chapter09.doc. 
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as they are. The methodology of this project consisted of archival research drawing on 

primary documents such as daily newspapers, weekly newspapers, verbatim transcripts 

of legislative sessions, political statements, blogs and books of first-person accounts. 

Secondary sources include academic journal articles, scholarly books, human rights 

organizations’ statements and documentation, magazine articles, op-ed and analytical 

articles from weekly newspapers. I began in the Biblioteca Nacional yet did the majority 

of my research in the Biblioteca de Diarios del Palacio Legislativo. I also frequented 

human rights organizations, SERPAJ Uruguay (Servicio Paz y Justicia) and Amnistía 

Internacional as well as the Biblioteca del Palacio Legislativo. To document my findings, 

I photographed many articles and useful data that might possibly strengthen or add 

breadth to my arguments. In my search for political statements regarding human rights, I 

visited each of the major three political parties’ headquarters. After my stay in Uruguay, 

my study continued with special attention on the subsequent human rights-related 

events via online Uruguayan newspapers.  
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Chapter 2.  
 
Transitional Justice, 1984-1989 

Transitional justice failed in Uruguay. During the 1984 negotiations at Club Naval 

which led to the return to democracy; military commanders and politicians agreed on 

many topics yet made no mention of past human rights abuses. In essence, the official 

plan was to do nothing and let the issues sort themselves out without government 

interference. Although it was the perfect time to implement transitional justice measures 

and make amends with the past, the first democratically-elected government was keen 

on forgetfulness and the avoidance of all judicial measures. When civil courts became 

flooded with lawsuits against military and police officers who defied court subpoenas, the 

government stepped in and passed a sweeping amnesty. This blocked all efforts 

towards justice and began an era of impunity in Uruguay. Furious over the passage of 

the law, the civil society20 enacted a referendum to try to repeal it. Despite an enormous 

campaign, the initiative did not yield a majority vote. Institutional constraints such as 

executive indifference and a lingering military threat plagued any genuine reconciliatory 

attempt forcing Uruguay to establish a minimalist approach towards justice. Although the 

referendum quieted the populace for a short time, this approach did not lead to a lasting 

reconciliation. This chapter begins with describing the dictatorship yet later focuses 

mainly on the time period between the return to democracy in 1985 until the 1989 

referendum.  

Before the dictatorship, Uruguay had been known as the “Switzerland of South 

America” for its peace and prosperity. It was also a country recognized, alongside Costa 

 
20

 Though not an exhaustive list, the domestic civil sector in favor of human rights is made up of 
Amnistía Internacional, CRYSOL (Asociación de ex presos/as políticos/as de Uruguay), 
Institute of Legal and Social Studies (IELSUR), Madres y Familiares de Uruguayos 
Desparecidos, PIT-CNT, SERPAJ, student and social organizations and also the 
organizations which worked towards eliminating the amnesty through referendums.  
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Rica, as upholding the longest democratic traditions of all of Latin America. Despite the 

accolades, Uruguay faced tumultuous times beginning in the 1950s, yet contrary to the 

regional trend, did not succumb to military takeovers. During the 1960s, the two 

traditional Uruguayan parties, the Partido Colorado21 and Partido Nacional22, became 

drastically weaker after they failed to confront a stagnant economy and labor unrest. 

This inability to overcome basic issues weakened the nation’s governing institutions. 

Exacerbated by the lack of societal changes and the inability of the politicians to enact 

any feasible policies, the Tupamaros,23 a communist urban guerilla group, (among 

others) filled in the void with ideas and actions advocating revolutionary political change. 

To combat the revolutionaries, extreme right-wing death squads were formed which led 

to frequent skirmishes. Due to a weak police force, President Jorge Pacheco Areco 

(1967-1972) asked the armed forces to step in and crush political dissidence instigated 

by the guerillas and pacify the PIT-CNT’s24 frequent strikes. This opened a way for the 

military’s political involvement.  

The Tupamaro movement was defeated after its leader Raúl Sendic was 

captured in 1972. Regardless of the diminished armed threat, a 1973 disagreement 

between President Bordaberry25 and the armed forces caused the tension to reach its 

 
21

 Partido Colorado is the most popular party in Uruguayan history ruling the country continuously 
from 1868-1959. The party encompasses a wide array of political ideology from ranging from 
center to right on the political spectrum. Its main current ideologies are Batllism, liberalism, 
republicanism and social-liberalism. Batllism is derived from the policies of President José 
Batlle de Ordonez (1903-1907, 1911-1915) who emphasized that the state should control the 
basic aspects of the economy through state monopolies on key industries.   

22
 Partido Nacional is a traditional party in Uruguayan politics. It is a right-wing party with an 

ideology of conservatism and Uruguayan nationalism.  
23

 MLN-T = Movimiento de Liberación Nacional-Tupamaros (National Liberation Movement-
Tupamaros). The armed branch of movement was named after Túpac Amaru II, leader of the 
indigenous uprising in present-day Peru against the Spanish in 1780.  

24
 PIT-CNT: Plenario Intersindical de Trabajadores – Convención Nacional de Trabajadores is a 

national trade union center. 
25

 Bordaberry was a Colorado politician who was president from 1972-1973 and acted as a 
figurehead of “legitimacy” following military rule from 1973 to 1976 before being forced to 
resign when he wanted to completely suspend political parties and impose a new 
constitutional order inspired by Franco’s fascism.  
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climax.26 As a result, Bordaberry found himself without military support or public backing. 

In order to resolve the conflict, the president accepted the conditions of the armed forces 

and came to an agreement with the military commanders to continue his role as 

president.27 After what was known as the Boiso Lanza Pact [Acuerdo de Boiso Lanza], 

Bordaberry became “dictator,” established a military council [CONSENA: Consejo de 

Seguridad Nacional] and abolished the General Assembly. This event symbolized the 

beginning of a dozen years of state repression. By this time almost every South 

American nation was ruled by a dictatorship.  

The regime28 was categorized as a civil-military dictatorship since there was 

always a presidential figurehead. Sondrol describes the Uruguayan authoritarian 

dictatorship as similar to the developmentalist, non-personalistic “bureaucratic-

authoritarian” regimes of Brazil (1964-85) and Argentina (1966-1973) and yet perhaps 

even more akin to the extremely repressive, demobilizing “neoconservative”29 systems 

modeled in Argentina (1976-1983) and Chile (1973-90).30 Confronted by subsequent 

massive civil unrest, the Uruguayan military government’s objective was to demobilize 

 
26

 With plans to control military commotion, the president named a new Defense Minister. After 
being appointed, the new minister discovered that he was only supported by the Navy. The 
Army and Air Force commanders declared they would not recognize any orders from the new 
minister and demanded that the president assign someone else. However, the president held 
firm to his decision. When the Navy took control over the Ciudad Vieja neighborhood in 
Montevideo, the Army, in response, released tanks and began overthrowing radio stations, 
demanding that the Navy join their cause. The rebelling forces released a communiqué of their 
demands and proposals. A couple ministers suggested to the commanders that the president 
should try to maintain his role as leader. 

27
 “Uruguay Secreto: El golpe de 1973,” Diario Uruguay, November 4, 2011, 

http://www.diariouruguay.com.uy/noticia.php?noticia=5009 
28

 Many excellent sources have been written on the dictatorship: Gillespie (1991), González 
(1991), Lessa Carvallido (1996), Universidad de la República’s “Investigación histórica sobre 
la dictadura y el terrorismo de Estado en el Uruguay, 1973-1985” (2009), Caetano & Rilla 
(2011) among others. 

29
 In Schamis’ article on the three Southern Cone dictatorships of the 1970s, he argues that 

“these governments were authoritarian versions of the neoconservative politics that later 
emerged in some advanced industrial countries” (i.e., UK under Thatcher and the US under 
Reagan) (1991, 216). Compared to Argentina (1966-1973) and Brazil (1964-1985), the 
defining characteristics of the three were the lack of vertical integration, lack of increased 
bureaucratization, an extremely high economic and political exclusion of the popular sector, 
and a high amount of de-politicization (205).  

30
 Paul C. Sondrol, “Paraguay & Uruguay: Modernity, Tradition and Transition,” Third World 

Quarterly, 1997, 112. 
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and depoliticize the political environment.31 Unlike the neighboring nations of Argentina 

and Chile, where forced disappearances were the norm, the Uruguayan regime 

specialized in mass incarcerations and torture to subdue and pacify the “subversive” 

sectors of society. At one point up to 60,000 people were incarcerated, which 

represented more than 1/50th (2 percent) of the total population. This was the largest 

proportion of political prisoners per capita in the world and earned the country its 

infamous nickname “the torture chamber of Latin America.”32 Amnesty International 

claims that almost all prisoners experienced some type of torture.33 Contrary to its 

Southern Cone neighbors, there was a striking lack of disappearances in Uruguay. Only 

twenty-eight of the one hundred seventy-two disappearances occurred within its 

borders.34 The majority were kidnapped and then disappeared in Argentina. The most 

notable instance was when prominent exiled politicians, Héctor Gutiérrez Ruiz35 and 

Zelmar Michelini36 were assassinated alongside an ex-Tupamaro couple in Buenos Aires 

in 1976.  

In 1980, the military regime held a referendum which it hoped would perpetuate 

the regime in governmental positions. Instead of interfering with the ballot counting (in 

stark contrast to the regime’s Chilean counterparts), the results showed that a 

resounding 57.2 percent voted against the initiative with a stunning 85.2 percent 
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turnout.37 Though the armed forces had political interests, the primaries of 1982 

demonstrated that neither one of the two traditional parties had the intention of allowing 

military officers to continue in power. These two precursor events were fundamental in 

paving the way for an eventual transfer of power back to the people. Sondrol credits the 

nation’s previous democratic culture for having slowly eroded the military’s grip on the 

nation.38 

An agreement was reached that led to the return of democracy during the 

negotiations at Club Naval.39 Until that point, previous talks such as a series of meetings 

at Parque Hotel had failed to reach an agreement and negotiations had collapsed. At 

Club Naval three political parties were represented: the Partido Colorado, the Frente 

Amplio,40 and the Unión Cívica.41 Gillespie indicates that it was imperative that the Left 

(FA) be allowed to take part in the negotiations, since without them, the Colorados might 

have appeared to be “selling out.”42 The Blancos (members of the Partido Nacional) 

declined to participate in any negotiation unless their leader, Wilson Ferreira Aldunate, 
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was released from prison. The main proposals43 agreed upon at Club Naval were the 

date for the next presidential elections, the abolishment of previous military decrees, and 

the reinstallation of the General Assembly.44 Political leaders participating in the 

negotiations signalled that the deal was achieved without having to sacrifice their 

ideals.45 Even Lieutenant-General Medina46 seemed hopeful that the agreement was to 

be for the good of the country.47  

No records of the conversations were kept. This has led to speculation as to what 

might have been discussed yet not recorded, especially regarding crimes committed by 

the military and the police during the authoritarian regime. Since this topic was excluded 

in the agreement, cases could still be brought to court by civilians. However, many 

scholars suggest that there was some sort of explicit or implicit agreement reached in 

the Club Naval pact to this effect.48 Barahona de Brito believes that the military originally 

proposed a “blank check” on prior violations of human rights and it is said that the 

negotiating parties concluded that common crimes committed by the military would be 

submitted to the ordinary judicial system.49 Skaar supposes that Medina and the first 

president reached an informal gentlemen’s agreement in which the president assured 

the general that his interests would be protected.50 The close relationship between the 
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Partido Colorado and the military strengthens this speculation. The unwritten contents 

from the pact at Club Naval would become the main point of contention between 

politicians for years to come. Although ambiguous in content, these talks negotiated the 

transition from a dictatorship to a democracy and made way for upcoming elections.  

During the electoral campaign of 1984, all of the parties concurred that the 

violations of human rights committed during the dictatorship must be investigated and 

sanctioned.51 With the Frente Amplio leader Líber Seregni banned from running in the 

elections and the Partido Nacional leader still in prison, the Colorado candidate Dr. Julio 

María Sanguinetti Coirolo52 won the first presidential elections since 1971, surprisingly 

still by a small margin. This would have been the best time to address past human rights 

violations due to the fact that there was no formal amnesty established, and all military-

era judges on the SCJ had been dismissed and replaced by professionally trained 

civilian magistrates.53 Even during the election campaign, “opinion polls showed an 

overwhelming majority of Uruguayans opposed to immunity for the military.”54 Despite 

the opportunities, human rights were not high on the president’s priority list. At various 

times Sanguinetti promised that he was going to enact measures to prosecute those 

who committed human rights violations, yet his promises ended up being empty rhetoric 

intended to appease the international community. 

In a symbolic act in March 1985, all political prisoners were released following 

the ratification of the Ley de Pacificación Nacional.55 Sixty-eight percent of Montevideans 

(citizens of Montevideo) polled believed that this liberation was a necessary measure.56 

The legislation quickly made its way through the legislating bodies and on March 8, 1985 

the project was voted into law by Senate, and later ratified by the president. Deputy 

Jorge Machiñena of the Partido Nacional declared that the restoration of the democracy 
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was alive and well and applauded his compatriots for the achievement within a 

democratic and human rights framework. 57 The result made way for the release of up to 

four hundred political prisoners. This event was important because it completely 

assimilated the Frente Amplio and Partido Nacional back into the political arena and 

since the legislation was unanimously voted for by all sides, it represented the first 

official act of reconciliation. 

Starting in April 1985, victims and relatives of victims began presenting lawsuits 

[denuncias] in the tribunals concerning human rights violations committed by security 

forces during the period of state repression. By 1986, cases began clogging the courts. 

Sanguinetti and the military declared that these cases should be processed in the 

military tribunals. In June 1986, the SCJ ruled in favor of the civil justice system, which 

by then was examining over forty disputed cases involving one hundred eighty military 

and police officers.58 The furious president accused the courts of a lack of impartiality 

and argued that they were not in the position to arbitrate on the issue of human rights 

violations.59 The situation worsened when military officers refused to attend court despite 

being summoned under a subpoena. The armed forces personnel argued that what they 

did was legitimate and they were proud to have defended their nation against the threat 

of subversion.60 The threats of the military intensified to the point that many feared the 

country would revert back into military rule. In order to pacify the angry officers, draft bills 

including amnesties were proposed by the political parties in hopes of soothing the 

impending menace. By December 1986, seven hundred thirty-four cases were being 

investigated by judges.61 
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First, in August 1986 the Colorados proposed a bill that would grant amnesty to 

the military and police forces during the time of the dictatorship and included a clause 

that would stop all cases currently in the courts.62 This draft was subsequently voted 

down by Blanco and Frente Amplio politicians. Next, a flurry of bills by all three political 

entities and one by the president himself were submitted to the legislating bodies, 

including one by Frente Amplio that would penalize the military officers if they failed to 

appear in court. Regardless of the many drafts, none of these attempts ever succeeded. 

Roniger and Sznajder note that in October 1986, “nineteen generals cautioned that the 

lack of amnesty legislation involved ‘serious risks’ for the democratic system.”63 At that 

time the Colorados demanded a complete amnesty, the Blancos sought a partial one, 

and the Frente Amplio desired prosecution of the military and rejected any compromise. 

Still, the military clarified that they would not obey any judicial subpoena. 

With the two traditional parties (and military) roughly on the same page,64 the 

Blancos developed a last-minute form of exoneration that excluded the military and 

police forces from any potential trials regarding crimes dating before the dictatorship up 

until 1985, thus offering a clean slate to all those who participated in violations of human 

rights. During the debates, the main topic was the subject of human rights discussed 

during the Club Naval negotiations. Despite being outnumbered, FA politicians tried their 

hardest to avoid any amnesty. Senator Germán Araújo65 proclaimed, “There is not 

democracy if there is not justice.”66 He audaciously pointed out that it was essential to 

uncover the truth and to enact justice. These actions, he declared, were necessary so 
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that the youth were aware of the horrors of the past, and that without such knowledge, it 

would be impossible for them to construct a peaceful future.67 Advocates in favor of an 

amnesty adopted the familiar “there is no alternative” strategy, referring to the perceived 

threat of a renewed military coup.68 Senator Guillermo García Costa (PN) argued that 

the nation was facing an extremely grave institutional act.69  

After sessions in both the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate that lasted well 

into the early hours of the following day, the “amnesty”70 was ratified by both the majority 

of the Colorados and Blancos. Only the Frente Amplio, the Unión Cívica, and a handful 

of Colorado and Blanco politicians cast their vote against the bill. This law was officially 

titled the Ley de Caducidad de la Pretensión Punitiva del Estado, yet is casually known 

as the expiry law, the amnesty law, or the impunity law.71 Article one identified that as a 

consequence of the events from the Club Naval Pact, the state would renounce all penal 

actions of crimes committed by the military and police officers.72 According to the second 

article, crimes committed for economic gain were exempt.73 Article three stated that the 

intervening judges would be required to inform the president within thirty days if their 
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cases fell under article one.74 The most striking of the clauses, article four, declared that 

all presented lawsuits regarding imprisonment and disappearances must be forwarded 

to the executive for the leader to decide the necessary measures.75 The third and fourth 

clauses placed all future cases in the hands of the president. This meant that any 

advances regarding investigations would only be granted with the executive’s approval. 

This is unusual considering that it was the Blancos who drafted a bill that gave a 

Colorado leader an extraordinary amount of executive leeway. It is almost as if 

Sanguinetti had lent a hand in its redaction. At the same time, the government 

maintained the right to investigate all disappearances as well as the fate of their children. 

These inquiries predictably never occurred.76 The law would be affirmed by the SCJ in 

1988.77  

In reaction to the passage of the amnesty, Deputy Felipe Michelini stated that the 

block in favor of impunity managed to construct a paradigm in which justice was 

contradictory and incompatible with peace and democracy.78 Guillermo Chifflet added 

that it was a severe risk to leave the Uruguayan society in the dark regarding crimes 

against humanity and leaving those who committed them unpunished.79 His prediction 

suggested that if the past was not properly addressed, it would be even more painful to 

reopen these old wounds in the future. This expiry law would prove to be the “thorn in 

the side” of Uruguayan politics for the next 25 years. Instead of circumscribing human 

rights to the courts, the amnesty law politicized them, making the amnesty even more 

difficult to abolish. Since human rights cases are meant to be decided in tribunals, the 

amnesty placed human rights on a political plane and greatly minimized the role of the 

courts.  
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Upon the passage of the expiry law, a large percentage of the public was 

outraged. A group organized by the wives of the two politicians assassinated in Buenos 

Aires formed the Comisión Nacional Pro-Referendum. This group sought to repeal the 

amnesty law through the use of a public vote.80 Roniger & Sznajder note that 

“traditionally, Uruguayan social movements had been weak and did not exert a 

significant influence on their country’s ‘particracy,’ but at this moment a new scenario 

emerged around the legacy of human rights violations, in which the initiative was taken 

by civil society, through mass participation.”81 After collecting well over the 600,000 

signatures needed for the referendum (634,703 total), the Electoral Court changed the 

rules of the game, disqualifying twenty thousand signatures and claiming that thirty 

thousand were non-existent on electoral lists.82 The signatures also ended up in the 

hands of the military, leading to the arrest of Captain Silbermann for having signed the 

petition.83 This act produced great fear in the populace. In December, the court granted 

the commission two days to personally ratify the thirty-six thousand still-disputed 

signatures. Eduardo Galeano remarked that “only the huge efforts of the campaigners 

and popular support made this venture possible.”84 Due to the indignation resonating 

from the civil society, the people organized themselves into a cohesive campaign 

inaugurating a tradition of taking public initiatives to the ballot box.  

There were many perspectives on the green (in favor of the elimination of the 

amnesty) vs. yellow ballot (against elimination) argument before to the referendum. 

Politicians against the Green vote based their arguments on uncertainty. Senator Alberto 

Zumarán (PN) suggested that if the Green Vote won, it would steer the country down a 

long and difficult path. Though he was incarcerated at various times and his business 

obstructed during the repression, he stated that he would not waiver in his position on 

the expiry law, since he was one of its authors.85 In an interview, vice president Enrique 
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Tarigo stated that one way was to resolve this dilemma without any violence and the 

other was an uncertain path in which we do not know what might happen. To go back to 

square one [volver a fojas cero] would be a mistake and would mean putting the country 

back in an institutional crisis once again.86 President Sanguinetti declared that the very 

model of transition towards a democracy was at stake.87  

On the other hand, journalist Héctor Rodríguez wrote that besides the fact that 

the referendum would reaffirm the same democratic principles that served to reject the 

referendum in 1980 under the “tutored democracy,” it would also better clarify the 

opinions of the masses.88 Rodríguez believed that if the Green Vote prevailed, it would 

encourage the efforts of the tribunals, which had been impeded by what he believed to 

be an unconstitutional law. Moreover, the journalist believed that it would satisfy the 

demand of justice brought between those who suffered at the present time from the 

consequences of criminal acts committed by military and police personnel under the 

protection of state terrorism that imposed during the dictatorship.89 Politician Héctor 

Pérez Piera90 of the Unión Cívica declared that forgetting these crimes would be an 

egocentric dehumanizing act.91 

Contrary to the politicization of the expiry law, in Montevideo, ten days before the 

referendum, only 17 percent of the population viewed the issue as simply political. 92 

According to the survey, a resounding 68 percent perceived it as a moral issue.93 On 

April 14, 1989, despite the majority believing it to be a moral issue, the yellow balloters 
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prevailed with the law being ratified by the population, 56.65 percent to 43.34.94 Once 

the polls were closed and votes counted, President Sanguinetti expressed his approval. 

He stated that the decision in the polls confirmed one of the nation’s finest civic traditions 

and as demonstrated in the referendum, the majority clearly voted for “peace.”95 

Columnist Daniel Gianelli believed that the people voted wisely and time would tell if the 

majority decision contributed to the consolidation of democracy and pacification of the 

nation.96 Academic Oscar Destouet contends that the Green Vote campaign helped 

clarify what had taken place; also the testimonies of victims and relatives helped 

contribute to make visible [visibilizar] the severity of the regime.97 He adds that the 

triumph of the yellow vote consolidated the hegemonic narrative where the proposal of 

forgetfulness and silence were its dominant characteristics.98 Federico Fasano Mertens, 

founder and director of La República remarked that “we are convinced our commitment 

with truth and justice does not end here. History is not a straight line, but rather a vast 

contradictory mesh [tejido]. Today has closed the road to justice, but no one can close 

the road to truth.”99 

The main theory to explain why the expiry law was publicly ratified was fear. 

Scholars on the left including Eduardo Galeano speculate that the populace voted out of 

fear of a military retaliation and because of this, they voted against their will, skewing the 

vote.100 This argument is plausible since a military captain was arrested for being 

favorable towards a referendum. Also Sanguinetti and Medina made strong statements 

implying what might happen if the people were to repeal the law. On the other hand, 

lawyer and academic Lilia Ferro Clérico, journalist Raúl Zibechi and scholar Gabriela 
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Fried dismiss the fear thesis because the votes were secret. They argue that the 

majority simply wished to put the past behind them and look to the future.101 According to 

Lessa and Fried, this result was accepted paradoxically as a definitive close, silencing 

the development of political or legal debates.102 The cause for truth and justice in relation 

to the crimes of the dictatorship disappeared from the political agenda and from the 

public opinion, relegating it as an exclusive subject of the relatives and victims.103 After 

the defeat at the ballot box, the demand for truth and justice completely died at the 

domestic level.  

Other noteworthy events that took place during the first presidency after the 

transition include two parliamentary commissions and a Uruguayan version of “Nunca 

Más.” In April 1985, Partido Nacional and Frente Amplio established two parliamentary 

commissions to examine the fate of the disappeared. The first titled Comisión 

investigadora sobre la situación de las personas desaparecidas y hechos que lo 

motivaron was set up to focus on the disappeared and the incentives behind their 

disappearances. Completed in November of the same year, the commission concluded 

that the military had been involved in the disappearances of one hundred sixty four 

people and then handed over its findings to the courts. The second commission focused 

specifically on the kidnapping and killing of the two politicians Gutiérrez Ruiz and 

Michelini. In 1987, two years afterwards, the Comisión Investigadora sobre los 

secuestros y asesinatos de los ex-legistadores Zelmar Michelini y Héctor Gutiérrez Ruiz 

concluded that “the military regime had been guilty of crimes against humanity, including 

genocide.”104 Upon recommendation by the committee involved, the conclusions were to 

be sent to Supreme Court judges; however, the reports ended up in the hands of the 

head of state and stalled there. This clearly demonstrated the president’s lack of genuine 

interest in addressing a growing demand to resolve human rights violations. Skaar 

contends that these commissions were only half-hearted efforts at disclosing the truth 
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since they lacked political support and their work was largely constrained.105 Moreover 

the most detrimental blow to these commissions came from President Sanguinetti 

himself. The president declared that neither of these investigations produced credible 

conclusions nor could the guilty be identified. This was, according to Sanguinetti, 

because there were no conclusive testimonies which made responsibilities 

unattainable.106  

After the two parliamentary commissions, various attempts from the civil sector to 

publish a report proved to be futile. Nonetheless, SERPAJ, a human rights organization, 

created what would be known as the unofficial Uruguayan truth commission. Released in 

1989, it was titled Uruguay Nunca Más: Human Rights Violations, 1972-1985 and gave 

homage to the similar reports done in Argentina (1984) and Brazil (1985). With help from 

international donors, SERPAJ systematically gathered extensive information from a 

statistically significant random survey of three hundred eleven ex-political prisioners. 

This data was then corroborated by the organization’s own documentation, information 

from several international and exile organizations and direct testimony.107 The report 

analyzed the collapse of democracy, the nature of the military rule, the structure of the 

prolonged imprisonment and systematic torture, and the cases of disappearances. 

Despite three years of hard work, the report never became the focus of national attention 

because it was overshadowed by the referendum.108 Nonetheless, the project did 

contribute to public debate on the legacies of human rights prior the referendum.  

The transitional period was defined by the state’s appropriation of the language 

of forgetfulness demonstrated through the passage of an amnesty law and its 

subsequent public ratification. Instead of remaining in the jurisdiction of the courts, this 

event converted the subject of legal prosecution into a political issue. All of this 

combined with rhetoric of repeated military takeover threats effectively sealed the 

perpetuation of the amnesty. This stands in stark contrast to Argentina where the 

country experienced four military rebellions, violent attacks, acts of disobedience, a coup 
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plot, threatened and harassed witnesses, explosions and a bomb found at the residence 

of the president of the appeals court before finally passing amnesty laws.109 In observing 

Argentina’s rebellious military after the Trial of the Juntas, it is conceivable that 

Uruguayan politicians became convinced that military discontent would only escalate if 

an amnesty was not enacted. When the military officers began rejecting subpoena 

summons, a lack of political will was evident by the supposed institutional crisis.  

The eventual failure of transitional justice was caused by a disinterested leader, 

civil society mobilization and the politicization of human rights. President Sanguinetti was 

keen on closure. He criticized the Supreme Court for not being “impartial,” condemned 

the two investigatory commissions for their lack of “information,” and refused to follow up 

on article four after the amnesty had been passed. He could also be credited for 

singlehandedly closing all cases. The expiry law greatly benefited the leader, since all 

cases had to pass through him before the SCJ could investigate. Foreseeing that the 

two traditional parties would not touch the topic, a plausible reasoning was that impunity 

would be enshrined for years to come. The civil society mobilization reached its pinnacle 

during the referendum only to be heavily deflated following their catastrophic defeat. 

Despite their defeat, the referendum was a momentous time for the Uruguayan civil 

society, and though quieted afterwards, this initiative started a long line of civil society 

efforts to bring about truth and justice. Nonetheless, it was too early to challenge the law 

and the civil society organizations did not realize that topics of ethics should never be 

taken to the ballot box. In the future, this defeat would serve as political ammunition for 

the Blanco and Colorado politicians as well as the armed forces. The politicization of 

human rights caused the subject to leak into the political sphere. This made efforts 

considerably harder to repeal the amnesty, since opposing sides to the issue were 

established across party lines. Even limited truth and justice was not achieved during 

Uruguay’s “transitional justice” era. Reconciliation was established between mainstream 

political parties and the military, but not between victims and perpetrators. This 
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outstanding subject would return to national attention multiple times over the next two 

decades.  
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Chapter 3.  
 
Justice Cascade, 2000-2013 

The justice cascade ultimately fails to fully resolve pending human rights issues 

in Uruguay. Though confessions, international criticisms and truth-seeking ventures 

characterized the 1990s, the arrest of a formerly immune Chilean dictator in 1998 

inaugurated the justice cascade. The awakening of a new era of justice brought about 

mechanisms to confront authoritarian past throughout the region. In Uruguay, the justice 

cascade arrived timidly in the form of a peace commission in 2000. Under the first leftist 

president, it built up steam reaching its peak during the ensuing administration of a 

former guerilla leader. Pressured by a transnational court’s verdict, the majority coalition 

eventually eliminated the amnesty. This was met with the SCJ’s eventual rejection of the 

bill as unconstitutional. This was a huge blow to momentum in favor of human rights 

norms, signifying the end of the justice cascade in Uruguay. This chapter will began with 

events from the 1990s in the Southern Cone and then demonstrate regionally how the 

notion of a justice cascade was implemented by other nations. Its principal focus is on 

Uruguayan attempts to seek justice and definitive reconciliation. 

Events in the 1990s were small but potent and acted as catalysts of change for 

the following decade. It was a quiet time across the Southern Cone. In Uruguay, the 

period was noted for the executive apathy of Lacalle (1990-1995) and Sanguinetti (1995-

2000). After receiving Uruguayan lawsuits, both the Inter-American Commission on 
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Human Rights (IACHR)110 and the United Nations Human Rights Committee111 

condemned the country’s amnesty and also its blatant obstruction to justice. In 1995, 

Adolfo Scilingo, an Argentine naval officer, confessed to participating in throwing 

prisoners out of airplanes over the Atlantic during the last Argentine dictatorship and his 

involvement112 in other gross human rights violations. These confessions reignited the 

ire of the people throughout the Southern Cone, especially in Uruguay where the 

majority of their disappeared [desaparecidos] had been in Argentina. Uruguayan Senator 

Rafael Michelini with human rights organizations, victim’s organizations and PIT-CNT 

inaugurated an annual “March of Silence”113 on May 20, 1996 in remembrance of the two 

politicians that had been murdered in Buenos Aires twenty years prior. This march 
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represented another example of the nation’s unending confrontation with its legacy of 

authoritarianism.114 In 1997, an inquiry115 to discover the whereabouts of the remains of 

the disappeared, led to the demotion of the judge. The last major catalyst of the decade 

occurred in 1998 with the arrest of former Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet in London, 

wanted for extradition116 to Spain on charges of human rights violations during the 

Chilean dictatorship.  Though Pinochet was eventually sent back to face charges in his 

homeland, this event demonstrated that former heads of state were no longer immune, 

could be indicted and could also sentenced for violations of human rights occurring 

during their rule. It was Roht-Arriaza who coined the term “Pinochet Effect”117 defining 

the international trend of putting former leaders on trial subsequently following the arrest 
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of Pinochet.118 The events of the nineties paved a way for the awakening of the justice 

cascade and facilitated the beginning of the search for the disappeared, trials against 

former leaders and massive efforts to indict military officers. 

After Pinochet effect, the acceleration of accountability spread throughout Latin 

America. This pressured other countries to follow the newly established norm. Forced to 

take a stance on the case, Chilean judges tried convicting Pinochet on every possible 

charge and were eventually successful in the Riggs Bank scandal. This scandal found 

the former dictator guilty of tax evasion and fraud. Despite an amnesty in Chile, trials 

have continued unabated since 1999. The Argentine trials focusing on the truth and 

whereabouts of babies who had been robbed from their parents at birth led to the first 

conviction of military General Videla in 2001. Scilingo’s confession would come back to 

haunt him when in 2005 Judge Garzón sentenced the former naval officer to six hundred 

forty years in a Spanish court for crimes against humanity. Under the leadership of 

Néstor Kirchner, the new decade saw the elimination of the amnesties and presidential 

pardons by the legislative and the Supreme Court approving the new laws. Huge trials 

have been undertaken since. Peru also dealt with its past, implementing a Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission to document human rights abuses during the 1980s and 

1990s.119 The era of the justice cascade in Uruguay was defined by efforts beginning in 

2000 and escalated under each of the subsequent presidents. It culminated with the 

elimination of the amnesty law in 2011 and subsided after an “interpretative” bill was 

deemed unconstitutional. The era was also characterized by an assertive civil society 

and presidents willing to confront past human rights legacies. 

The tides turned when Jorge Batlle Ibáñez120 became president in 2000. During 

his inaugural address, he promised to definitively seal [sellar] peace among 

Uruguayans.121 He expressed his ambition for a peace commission that would one day 
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facilitate a harmonious unification among all Uruguayans.122 A mention of peace and a 

vague reference to the dilemma of the disappeared was a surprise to everyone including 

his personal advisors and close friends.123 This was the first time that a president had 

mentioned “reconciliation” since the referendum of 1989. It was also the first instance 

that a Colorado or Blanco politician had acknowledged any pending human rights 

issues. Roniger asserts that this shift may have occurred due to internal political 

struggles within the Colorado party. 124 An opportunistic Batlle took advantage of this 

competition among sectors and  his reading of a rising public demand for truth and 

accountability led to his subsequent willingness to co-opt this cause.125 Though keen on 

reconciliation, he avoided any legal solution to the dilemma of the disappeared, which, in 

essence preserved Sanguinetti’s policy of keeping the problem in the political sphere.126  

In August 2000, Batlle announced the creation of the Comisión para la Paz.127 

This commission, seen as an ethical and moral obligation of the nation, was comprised 

of two religious figures, three politicians (representing the three major parties) and a 

labor unionist.128 Unlike the previous investigative commissions, this particular one was 

created to complete the requirements of the fourth article, which enables the president to 

order a report of the disappeared originally intended to have started before the end of 

December 1986.129 Its two main objectives were to clarify the fate of those who had 

disappeared and to discover the whereabouts of the four disappeared children who had 
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not yet been restored to their rightful families.130 This project was to fulfill the ethical 

obligation of the state by undertaking the indispensable task of preserving national, 

historic memory.131  

According to the final report, the Commission members were convinced that 

grave human rights violations had been committed during the regime. From torture and 

illegitimate detention in clandestine locations to the gravest of cases involving forced 

disappearance, the Commission confirmed that state actors had acted outside the law 

by employing illegal repressive methods.132 As Father Jorge Osorio explained, the 

project lacked the use of coercion, tools and perhaps political will to contribute more to 

the search for the truth. The priest adds that “it was a valid tool in its time yet under no 

circumstance can or could it be considered a cut-off point” [punto final].133 The final 

report also affirmed that twenty-six Uruguayans had disappeared inside the country 

during the dictatorship as a result of excessive torture and one hundred eighty-two had 

been deemed missing in Argentina. This represented an increase in the amount of 

disappeared from the previous investigatory commissions. It also provided substantial 

evidence to the existence of Operation Condor, an intra-regional network of repressive 

governments that worked in concert to kidnap and systemically eliminate 

“subversives.”134 Despite the findings of the committee, its recommendations were not 

immediately implemented by leaders. This lack of continuity is what Lessa suggests 

“demonstrates how President Batlle’s project of national reconciliation rested on a limited 

disclosure of truth and an even smaller dose of justice.”135   
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In contrast to previous official state accounts, the Commission highlighted the 

victims’ innocence and drew attention to the illegality of state repression. 136 

Nevertheless, despite the acknowledgement, the initiative still hinged on closing a past 

era, instead of fully addressing it. Raúl Olivera Alfaro critiqued the report accusing the 

president of claiming it as his own endeavor (while not crediting the committee) and also 

emphasized that there still existed a juridical, political and ethical obligation for the state 

to fully resolve the drama of the disappeared.137 Military leaders heavily criticized the 

report for its alleged “revisionism.”138 Despite the evidence documented in the 

commission report, the armed forces refused to take responsibility for their role in the 

disappearances, infuriating the Uruguayan citizenry. They considered the report to be 

based on “obvious bias” since the military commanders were supposedly described as 

murderers that killed for pleasure while the dead were all saints.139 

Although the initiative did not achieve its main purpose of reconciliation, it was 

nonetheless a “resonant voice” that interrupted many years of silence and shook the 

spirit of Uruguayans.140 The Batlle government was the first since the return of 

democracy to officially, although rather timidly, recognize “forced disappearance” and 

attempt to document it as such. Although the Commission was undeniably helpful in 

seeking the remains of the disappeared, the report was neither a truth nor reconciliation 

commission and focused solely on closing the books and appeasing the mounting 

demands from civil society. If Batlle had expected this commission to be a means to an 

end of the lingering human rights dilemma, future events would demonstrate the 

contrary.  
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Taking advantage of the fourth clause of the amnesty law, Batlle sought to 

resolve two141 of the most notorious cases involving infants “who were given new 

identities after their political activist parents were assassinated and disappeared.”142 In 

Batlle’s first week of office the president ordered a DNA test143 conducted on the 23-

year-old woman who was supposedly the granddaughter of Juan Gelman. The results 

proved positive. The Simón Riquelo case involved a mother who had unsuccessfully 

searched all over the Southern Cone for her son. The president convinced a young man 

who was suspected of being the missing child to undergo a similar test. This time, the 

results were negative; however, her son was found two years later in Argentina.144 The 

confirmations of the identification and recuperation of the identities of Macarena Gelman 

(the missing granddaughter) and eventually of Simón Riquelo followed in succession. 

This greatly impacted public opinion and demonstrated how easily cases were able to be 

resolved with presidential support. 

Independently of the two kidnapped children cases, the PIT-CNT on June 2001 

brought charges against the former foreign minister Juan Carlos Blanco Estradé145 and 

three other high level officials for the disappearance and subsequent murder of Elena 

Quinteros.146 The investigating judge ruled that disappearance was an ongoing crime 

and therefore could be investigated. Head Supreme Court Justice Cairoli confirmed the 

decision stating that detained-disappearance were permanent crimes.147 These judge’s 
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definitions of forced disappearance led to the April 2002 indictment of Blanco who was 

accused of being co-responsible for the kidnapping and disappearance of Quinteros.148 

The former foreign minister was condemned to three years in prison, making him the first 

leader of the dictatorship to be sentenced.149  

In 2005 Dr. Tabaré Vázquez Rosas150 became the first Uruguayan president 

elected from a non-traditional party,151 continuing the trend of left-leaning leaders 

throughout Latin America. Demonstrating the persistence of the issue, Vázquez clearly 

established his objectives concerning human rights in his inaugural speech: “We want to 

know what happened, what happened to those citizens [the disappeared], if they are 

buried somewhere or not; if they are, they will be found and identified, their remains 

handed over to their relatives and if they are not, we will have to know why they are not 

there, where they are and what happened to them.”152 That same evening he broadened 

his vision on the topic. He proclaimed that his government would comply with the 

established mandate of the fourth article by seeking to exhaust [procurando agotar] all 

investigations on the disappeared.153 As a candidate, he contended that he would not 

seek to repeal the law (contrary to the historical position of his coalition), yet once 

elected, he indicated his decision to end generalized impunity.154 Vázquez’s government 

was the first to show a genuine concern for the past and his initiatives verified this 

sincerity. 
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During his presidency Vázquez made many advances in implementing 

restorative justice mechanisms and enacted laws to align the nation’s domestic code 

with international law. He created a day of remembrance called the Never Again Day 

[Día de Nunca Más] on June 19.155 In November 2007, the Museum of Memory of 

Uruguay156 was inaugurated with an aim to recover the memory of the horrors of state 

terrorism and the sacrifices of the Uruguayan people against state repression.157 The 

Vázquez administration also requested that a project be undertaken to prepare an 

official report on human rights violations during the dictatorship. The enormous 

investigation was released in four volumes in 2007 and detailed information on each of 

the disappeared and those responsible for their deaths.158 Other accomplishments 

included creating a human rights cabinet within the Ministry of Education and Culture 

which sought to promote the broadest applicability [la más amplia vigencia] of human 

rights.159 Though less reported than other human rights initiatives, the government 

passed a pair of reparation laws. Reparations160 are an essential part of transitional 

justice mechanisms that seek to make amends with the victims, although they are mostly 

a symbolic gesture for the state to correct perceived wrongs. The reparation laws 

focused on alleviating suffering and undoing past wrongs. Ley Nº 18.033161 of October 
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2006 and Ley Nº 18.596 of October 2009 focus on the provision of reparations to 

relatives of victims of human rights violations. Human rights activists suggested that the 

latter supposes recognition of the responsibility of the state, but is ambiguous with 

respect to the compensation for damage, excluding the majority of victims.162 

Reparations symbolically represent an apology from the state and at the end of 

Vázquez’s term were finally acknowledged163 and addressed. The Frente Amplio also 

passed a handful of laws recognizing certain offenses as crimes against humanity. A 

law164 regarding the declaration of absence due to forced disappearance was ratified in 

2005 and the following year another law165 affirmed Uruguay’s cooperation with the 

International Criminal Court in the fight against genocide, war crimes and crimes against 

humanity. The aforementioned crimes as well as torture were codified to the domestic 

legal system.166  

Recognizing the recommendations from the Peace Commission and the 

plausible burial sites detailed in the report, Vázquez, as the superior authority of the 

armed forces, ordered that the commanders’ release reports of what had happened to 

the disappeared. Dr. Fernández stated that almost instantaneously results were 

obtained after more than twenty-five years.167 In the reports, the armed forces 

recognized what had happened and what they had done. After reviewing the reports, the 

president then requested their support in seeking the bodies of the disappeared. This 

presidential mandate made way for excavations in several military barracks which had 

previously been prohibited. The first remains were found in November 2005. In 2007, 

another series of excavations commenced, seeking the remains of Quinteros. The 
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president made major advances that suggest that executive support is a crucial to 

success. 

The Vázquez administration chose to interpret the fourth article in the broadest 

way possible. This encouraged judicial inquiries into any case not explicitly covered by 

the law.168 The law did not exclude civilians, senior military officers, crimes committed 

before the dictatorship and disappearances beyond Uruguayan borders.169 In 2005, a 

draft law by FA politicians was created, focusing on legally expanding which cases fell 

outside the amnesty law; however, the project had to be abandoned due to the intense 

pressure from the military and traditional parties.170 Nonetheless, Vázquez’s 

reinterpretation of the law left the possibility of legal action against more than six 

hundred active and retired members of the armed forces (including retired lower-ranking 

military officials and former police) for crimes committed before the coup d’état in 

1973.171 Although torture was the most frequently committed, no cases were presented 

during the first Frente Amplio government. Under the leftist administration more than 

sixty cases of violations of human rights were “exempt” from the boundaries of the Ley 

de Caducidad due to the president’s reinterpretation of the law.172  

The reinterpretation of the expiry law made way for two historic indictments 

against former leaders of the dictatorship as well as reopening the case against Blanco. 

After a lengthy trial beginning in 2006, Jorge Bordaberry, former president at the time of 

the coup and dictator during the authoritarian regime, was sentenced in 2010 to a total of 
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thirty years in prison for “suspending the Uruguayan Constitution,173 abusing executive 

power and co-conspiring in the extrajudicial killing of twenty people during his four-year 

rule between 1972-1976.”174 Journalist Walter Pernas declared that Bordaberry had 

fallen by his own “golpe.”175 He also noted that the court decision was of historic 

relevance because it was the first verdict that condemned the coup.176 In 2007, General 

Gregorio Álvarez, military commander and last military president, was arrested and 

charged as coauthor of the forced disappearances of more than thirty people. Two years 

later at the age of eighty-three, he was condemned to twenty-five years in prison for 

thirty-seven murders committed within the framework of Operation Condor.177 He was 

convicted of aggravated manslaughter and sentenced to the maximum prison term by 

the prosecutor.178 He was also charged with smuggling Uruguayan political activists into 

the country after they had been abducted in Argentina.179 These crimes were typified as 

crimes against humanity according to the judge180 and were therefore imprescriptible.181 

Affirmed by the Court of Appellants in 2010, this judgment marked the second time in 

Latin American history that a former dictator had been convicted and sent to prison. 182 In 

April 2010, Juan Carlos Blanco, who was previously condemned under Batlle was 

convicted for the murder of Elena Quinteros and sentenced to twenty years in jail. In 

June 2011, Bordaberry and Blanco were also condemned to thirty more years’ 
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imprisonment for the ordering and top-level coordination of the homicides of opposition 

politicians and human rights advocates Michelini and Gutiérrez Ruiz and former guerrilla 

members Rosario Barredo and William Whitelaw.183 After the justice cascade had swept 

across Latin America, criminal accountability became the norm. In Uruguay, it only took 

a willing, ethically-motivated president for the process to begin. 

In September 2007, another high-profile campaign was launched to eliminate the 

expiry law and its effects via a constitutional reform. Human rights lawyer, Oscar López 

Goldaracena, stated the plebiscite hoped to dismiss [desterrar] the culture of impunity 

declaring it nonexistent.184 The leadership of the committee and the main promoters 

were the PIT-CNT, human rights organizations, victims’ groups and cultural and public 

figures.185 In order to trigger the plebiscite, 250,000 signatures were needed (10 percent 

of the population). To boost the campaign, a number of Frente Amplio deputies offered 

their support to the initiative “declaring that the law was unconstitutional.”186 The 

traditional parties pointed to the 1989 referendum to demonstrate that the will of the 

people had been manifested once already.187 By 2009, more than three hundred thirty-

eight thousand signatures were collected in favor of the plebiscite.188 A push for “Voto 

Rosado” (Pink ballot) was to coincide with the national elections. 

Many perspectives were held regarding the initiative. Burt, Fried and Lessa note 

that “the committee argued that the expiry law continued to prevent justice in hundreds 

of cases. Furthermore, it maintained that the law was invalid since its inception because 

it violated fundamental principles of constitutional and international human rights law.”189 

Others believed that the “right to justice for victims could not be circumscribed by a 
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popular vote and, thus, a plebiscite on the matter made little sense.”190 Nonetheless, 

these hesitant activists offered their support once the campaign was launched. Amnesty 

International Uruguay states that although some cases have fallen outside the reach of 

the law, its annulation would be the only way that Uruguay could ensure that nothing 

would obstruct the course of justice and safeguard itself from future abuses.191 However, 

not all were in favor of the undertaking. Gianelli reminded his readers that the law was 

already ratified by the referendum of 1989. He also clarified that more than a million 

citizens would be voting on an issue that had been ratified before they were even 

born.192 Neither former presidents Sanguinetti nor Lacalle favored the plebiscite. 

Sanguinetti stated that repealing the law would only bring pain, misery and chaos to the 

governing administration and continued to support what his administration had done to 

bring about peace.193 Lacalle also acknowledged the result of the referendum and 

mentioned that Uruguay could not have achieved peace if everyone had made appeals 

for those who had deceased.194  

To the surprise of all, less than a week before the national elections and the 

plebiscite, the SCJ declared the Ley de Caducidad unconstitutional and incompatible 

with international treaties ratified by the state.195 However, since the decisions of the 

SCJ are only realized on a case-by-case basis, this ruling was only valid for the 

Sabalsagaray Case.196 This monumental decision to declare the expiry law 

unconstitutional and incongruent with international treaties occurred only days before the 

plebiscite. 
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On October 25, 2009, the plebiscite was endorsed by only 47.98 percent of the 

population, falling by a pair of percentage points.197 Though this result revealed that the 

Uruguayan society was divided on this issue, more trials were just around the horizon. 

Many scholars and journalists gave plausible explanations as to why the plebiscite failed 

to garner enough votes. Senator Constanza Moreira198 stated that it was not that the 

people voted for the Ley de Caducidad but rather each individual had to place the pink 

slip within their ballot. The plebiscite did not give the option of a yes or no, and nobody 

was forced to vote.199 She speculated that the most probable political interpretation was 

that many had forgotten, were still undecided, or had simply desired not to participate in 

the decision.200 Pernas posited that although it was not annulled, the state was obligated 

to eliminate it. He also maintained that it left Uruguay in a fix with international human 

rights bodies that were demanding its eradication.201 Jo-Marie Burt in an interview with 

Brecha indicates that it is difficult to vote on subjects of conscience, ethics or 

obligation.202 Some of Lessa and Fried’s initial reasons why it was unsuccessful include:  

exclusive attention on the national and legislative elections that competed with the 

plebiscite, the incapacity to present the annulation of the law as a subject, the inability to 

transcend sectarian interests related to parties or association and convert the topic into a 

momentous civic question of human rights.203 Due to the elections, the endeavor lacked 

support from the political parties.204 Contrary to the result of the 1989 referendum that 
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installed a decade of silence, the plebiscite of 2009 reinvigorated activities and initiatives 

by the civil society against impunity and the expiry law.205 

Progress under Vázquez was extraordinary. He accomplished more than his 

previous four predecessors combined. Despite huge strides in accountability, an array of 

civil society actors believed that the measures adopted by the government were 

inadequate. They postulated that the Frente Amplio had the majority in the legislative 

and could have nullified the law, but the coalition lacked consensus.206 Analyzing 

Vázquez’s discourse, Lessa points out how the president juxtaposed “traditional human 

rights demands, such as the search for the truth, with key concepts from opposing 

narratives like demons, war, and peace.”207 This dialogue perplexed human rights 

activists and politicians alike. Lessa suggests that the president’s discourse reflected his 

desire to embody a president of all Uruguayans, endeavoring to reach across the 

political spectrum and synthesize all the different existing perspectives on the recent 

past.”208 Once he assumed power, he felt obligated to try to appease all sectors which 

lessened his impact on fully resolving the pending human rights question.  

The first half of ex-Tupamaro José “Pepe” Mujica Cordano’s209 presidency saw 

political debates seeking to abolish the expiry law, culminating with its elimination in 

October 2011. The beginning of Mujica’s presidency was highlighted by the Gelman 

case. Since being united with his granddaughter, Gelman had demanded clarification 

from the Uruguayan state regarding the remains of his deceased daughter-in-law, María 

Claudia García Iruretagoyena de Gelman, who had been abducted in Argentina in 1976 

and transferred to Uruguay, where she was murdered after giving birth.210 Since 
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Uruguay was unwilling to investigate the case stating that it fell within the limits of the 

expiry law, Juan and his granddaughter Macarena Gelman filed a complaint to the Inter-

American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) in May 2006.211 Observing over the 

course of four years that the Uruguayan government had been unable to give suitable 

answers about the congruity of the expiry law with the legal provisions of the Inter-

American system, the IACHR referred the Gelman case to the Inter-American Court of 

Human Rights (IACtHR) in 2010.212 This case would be the main force behind the 

eventual achievement of justice. 

Foreshadowing international condemnation from the IACtHR,213 Uruguay’s 

foreign minister, Luis Almagro “convinced the government and ruling coalition to propose 

a bill to effectively repeal the Law of Expiry through an interpretative law that would 

annul its main articles.”214 In October 2010, after twelve hours of debate, the first bill was 

approved by fifty out of eighty deputies, with nineteen abstaining.215 During the debates, 

the Frente Amplio coalition insisted that impunity should be ended and all the obstacles 

in the judicial sphere should be removed. The opposition emphasized the 

“unconstitutionality” of the interpretative project and requested that the popular votes of 

1989 and 2009 be respected. However, due to the reluctance of three FA senators, the 

bill stalled in Senate. In November, the state was required to recognize before the Inter-

American court that it had committed human rights violations in the Gelman case.216 The 

delayed interpretative project was too late. The international court formally condemned 
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Uruguay in February 2011 ordering the state to leave without effect [dejar sin efecto] the 

expiry law, develop a serious investigation about the crimes committed during the twelve 

years of military rule and carry out acts of symbolic reparation.217 The court maintained 

that the “right to justice is protected under international law and cannot be denied under 

any circumstance.”218 The court’s sentence was legally-binding meaning Uruguay had to 

comply.219 

After months of debates and modifications, in April 2011, a revised bill was voted 

in the Senate. The legislation was narrowly passed with sixteen in favor out of thirty-one. 

This bill was a delayed attempt by the ruling coalition to avoid condemnation by the 

Inter-American Court of Human Rights. López Goldaracena specified that the project 

was not about nullifying the expiry law but rather was an interpretative project of the 

Constitution by which through Article 72 the norms of impunity may come to be a “dead 

letter” [pasan a ser letra muerta]. The lawyer believed it was a “tool that our society will 

have that will no longer guarantee impunity to human rights violators.”220 Approved in 

Senate, the bill returned to the Chamber of Deputies for a final reading to become a law. 

During a lengthy heated debate, President Mujica unexpectedly interrupted and warned 

partisan politicians of the political consequences of approving such legislation. Frente 

Amplio deputy Víctor Semproni221 abstained from voting which resulted in a 49-49 tie. 

Other FA deputies indicated that they were against the project but were only voting by 

party lines. The opposition called the ruling coalition sore losers [mal perdedores] for 
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continuing to try to push the bill through the general assembly.222 After failing to pass the 

interpretative law, the leftist coalition reached an all-time low in public opinion. The 

coalition had managed to get itself into a lose-lose situation that could only further 

damage its reputation. Even before the vote, the bill was harshly criticized by 

constitutional experts. Roniger suggests that “failing to approve the interpretive law after 

initiating the legislative move was a clear sign of political fracture and lack of binding 

leadership within the ruling coalition.”223 Several FA deputies, however, stressed that 

“nothing more could be done because ‘their hands were now tied.’”224 On top of their 

tarnished domestic record, the international condemnation had still not been dealt with. 

In an interview with Brecha, Liliana Tojo, representing the organization that had 

sponsored the Gelman case, reiterated that Uruguay is obligated to typify forced 

disappearance and take into account that the crimes of the dictatorship are crimes 

against humanity, therefore imprescriptible.225 She also contended that the state still 

needed to eliminate juridical obstacles that were protecting impunity and punish those 

who were responsible.226 Intra-sectional disagreements regarding the interpretative law 

caused the Senate stalemate and placed Frente Amplio in a delicate situation.  

In May 2011 the SCJ determined that two former military officers could not be 

charged with “forced disappearance” because the crime was not incorporated into 

domestic law until 2006 and could not be applied retroactively. They were instead 

convicted of aggravated murder. Many were concerned that grave human rights 

violations would be subject to the statute of limitations since they “continued to be 

adjudicated as ‘ordinary crimes’ (i.e., homicide or kidnapping).”227 On May 31, the 

Supreme Court declared that kidnappings and murder committed during the dictatorship 

were “serious common crimes” (instead of crimes against humanity) and expanded the 
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window of prosecution to twenty six years and eight months228 after the alleged crime 

was committed.229 The deadline was to fall five months later on November 1, 2011. In 

June 2011, on the 38th anniversary of the 1973 coup d’état, President Mujica, seemingly 

pressured by the SCJ, the IACtHR’s verdict and Frente Amplio, issued a decree 

authorizing the investigation of eighty-eight crimes of human rights violations.230 These 

cases had previously been denied by former presidents who had claimed they were 

protected by the expiry law. Mujica declared these cases “incompatible with human 

rights treaties and international sentences.”231 This was the first time that Mujica had 

actively pursued a human rights-based policy beyond the continuation of his 

predecessor’s. Though this was a monumental decree, the law was still intact and 

statutory limitations would soon take effect on the first of November.  

The president’s decision to open previously archived cases did not appease the 

anti-impunity movement. Fully aware of the November deadline, human rights 

organizations, victim’s organizations, NGOs, the labor union and community and youth 

groups who collectively made up the anti-impunity movement launched “a public 

awareness campaign and sustained lobbying efforts with sympathetic allies in the 

executive, legislative and judicial branches to challenge the Expiry Law.”232 Politicians 

began collaborating with these groups to develop legislation to completely resolve the 

issue. In October 2011, Frente Amplio approved a law removing any statute of 

limitations for past human rights violations. The project was first sanctioned by all Frente 

Amplio members of the Senate, and the following evening the coalition’s deputies ratified 

the law. Days before the expiration of the statute, the president promulgated Law Nº 

18.831 officially eliminating the expiry law, proclaiming that the SCJ will have the last 

word.233 Since the interpretative law had eliminated the articles of the amnesty law, it 

restored the state’s ability to legally prosecute and punish crimes. Upon the passage of 
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the law, dictatorship-era crimes would be categorized as crimes against humanity. Burt, 

Lessa and Fried credit the civil society activists as being critical for helping the legislation 

get passed. This, in part, was because these activists were able to connect “with actors 

from the legislative and executive branches who themselves had long participated in civil 

society organizing against impunity.”234 Instead of relying solely on state actors, the anti-

impunity groups stepped in and fulfilled their nation’s international obligation.  

During the sessions regarding the interpretative law in October 2011 the Frente 

Amplio’s arguments centered on a handful of topics: human rights, derogation of the law, 

the statute of limitations, a political decision adhering to the SCJ and the Inter-American 

Court of Human Rights and the illegitimacy of the law. 235 Despite the diversity in topics 

discussed, the coalition never once mentioned the issue of the victims. Partido Nacional 

concentrated on the pact at Club Naval, the plebiscites, the two demons theory,236 a 

state suffering from dementia and also evoked the Statute of Rome stating that the 

crimes the Tupamaros committed were “war crimes,” therefore crimes against 

humanity.237 The Colorados focused on how the project goes against the popular will 

that in 1989 the people decided to pacify the country before opening old wounds, the 

pact of Club Naval, and the events of 1986 when, according to the Colorados, the nation 

had to choose between peace and justice.238  

Once the amnesty law was eliminated, legal complaints flooded the courts on 

behalf of more than one hundred fifty torture survivors.239 Numbers by Brecha indicate 

that lawsuits taken to court involving torture and sexual violence reached five hundred 
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complaints merely a week after the law was promulgated with many being filed for the 

first time.240 The grievances were lodged against former military officers, police, 

physicians, nurses, psychiatrists and others.241 Although victims were able to bring their 

denouncements to the tribunals, polls indicated that a majority of the population did not 

approve of the interpretative law.242 Law experts and retired judges thought that its 

retroactive character may lead the SCJ to declare it unconstitutional.243  

Due to the Uruguay’s unwillingness to comply with the Inter-American Court of 

Human Rights ruling, the state was obligated to publicly recognize what had happened 

and apologize as a nation for failing to comply with international agreements, as 

stipulated by the IACtHR. In March 2012 in a former clandestine detention center where 

María Claudia was detained, president Mujica acting as the state acknowledged 

responsibility for the acts of terrorism committed by the armed forces during the 

dictatorship. A plaque dedicated to political prisoners was placed in the former detention 

center, recognizing all those who were detained illegally.244 Journalist Ricardo Scagliola 

stated that this was the very first time since the return of democracy that the three 

powers of the state had recognized their institutional responsibility for the forced 

disappearance of María Claudia García, the suppression and substitution of the identity 

of Macarena Gelman and the violation of the rights of personal integrity and protection of 

the family.245 Though these acknowledgements took place many years after the 

authoritarian period, government officials finally recognized their role in state terrorism.  

Two events in February 2013 changed the direction of human rights 

accountability, reverting it almost back to the democratic transition. On February 13, 
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Mariana Mota,246 a judge investigating more than fifty human rights cases linked to state 

terrorism, was demoted without explanation. Out of the blue, she was notified by her 

superiors that she had been transferred to civil court. Lessa and Pierre-Louis Le Goff 

point out that “throughout Uruguay, Mota is well respected, and considered to be well 

trained, competent, qualified, professional and responsible.”247 Burt posits that “transfers 

of this kind occur when requested by the judge or as a result of some sanction due to 

inappropriate behavior—neither pertains here.”248 The Washington Office on Latin 

America declared that the supposed legality of the Supreme Court’s order was 

“insufficient to explain the unexpected decision to transfer Judge Mota, whose 

jurisprudence represented hope for Uruguayan society.”249 In an interview granted to 

Brecha, the magistrate lamented a high-profile political campaign against her and a 

judicial system that does not defend its independence in the face of political pressure. 

She also stated that her transfer violates the ruling of the IACtHR due to obstructing 

human rights investigations.250 Felipe Michelini conveyed his “surprise and indignation 

for the lack of explanation behind the court's decision as well as his preoccupation for 

the stance of the Supreme Court in terms of fighting impunity for the dictatorship's 
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crimes.”251 The removal of Mota shows that there are still impediments interrupting 

human rights trials.  

Coincidently a little more than a week later, the SCJ declared the interpretative 

law unconstitutional by a vote of 4-1. Articles two and three252 were found in conflict with 

the Constitution.253 This ruling confirmed what constitutional experts and retired judges 

had suspected when the interpretative law was passed in 2011. The main argument of 

the court was that criminal law cannot be applied retroactively.254  Le Goff and Lessa 

comment on several features of the SCJ’s decision: “Due to the labeling as common 

crimes, the atrocities committed between 1973 and 1985 are again susceptible to the 

application of statutes of limitations.”255 The researchers point out that “the sentence also 

invoked the principle of non-retroactivity of criminal law, which guarantees that a person 

cannot be accused of a crime that was not considered as such when the event took 

place.”256 The Uruguayan branch of Amnesty International suggests that the ruling 

formally maintained open the possibility that judges may still investigate, and if they had 

sufficient evidence, may punish those responsible for human rights violations.257   
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Many agreed that the SCJ’s decision is upsetting to the fulfillment of the state’s 

commitment to human rights. Burt declares that “the Supreme Court ruling constitutes a 

new and worrying obstruction to the investigation and punishment of crimes against 

humanity—including disappearances, assassinations, torture, and illegal detentions—

perpetrated during the dictatorship.”258 Uruguayan IACtHR judge Alberto Pérez Pérez 

affirms that if the domestic court were to declare the law Nº 18.831 unconstitutional, then 

the state would be in violation of international law.259 UN High Commissioner for Human 

Rights Navi Pillay signals that the sentence could re-establish the shadow of impunity in 

a country that recently had begun to reconcile itself with truth and justice for the 

complete fulfillment of its obligations under international law.260 Le Goff and Lessa 

contend that the SCJ “unmistakably aligned itself with the closing down of all 

investigations into the atrocities of the dictatorship and, coupled with Mota’s transfer to a 

civil tribunal, once again sends a strong signal in favor of impunity.”261 The military was 

content with the SCJ’s decision, declaring that justice could still be trusted. Journalist 

Samuel Blixen summed up the circumstances citing the fulfillment of Uruguayan foreign 

minister’s previous comment that there would be happy dinosaurs (referring to retired 

military officers).262 In his op-ed article, Blixen compared the situation to a game of chess 

between dignity and impunity, and if the moves would have been better analyzed, the 

strategy could have been foreseen.263 The SCJ blatantly dishonored the decision of the 

IACtHR by obstructing justice and the right to investigate and punish those who violated 

human rights.  
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A handful of cases have continued since the verdict of the SCJ does not impede 

that judges carry on investigations. Still if the Court determines that the cases are 

considered common crimes, the Court would declare that common crime lawsuits have 

already exceeded the statute of limitations and no longer may be investigated.264 

Concurring with that position, if a judge does prosecute military personnel, they will be 

able to appeal and if the case goes to the SCJ, it is foreseeable that the Court will order 

it’s archival. In a case concerning sexual abuse of twenty-eight women, Criminal Judge 

Julia Staricco has continued investigating and states that none of those condemned 

have presented an appeal of unconstitutionality so far.265 If they do, she will have to send 

the investigation to the SCJ. Considering these misdemeanors as crimes against 

humanity is the only way Judge Staricco will be able to release a verdict. Besides 

Staricco, two other judges, Carlos García and Pedro Salazar, have decided to continue 

with human rights cases. Judge Garcia is investigating a group of detained individuals 

who were tortured by police intelligence officers, and Salazar has a dozen cases linked 

to the dictatorship mainly from courts outside of Montevideo.266 After the amnesty law 

was passed in 1986, trials entirely ceased. This time, almost thirty years later even the 

Supreme Court’s ruling could not completely close all trials. 

A historic investigation on Operation Condor267 was launched in March 2013 in 

Buenos Aires. The trial corresponds in part to the lawsuit raised between 2008 and 

2012. This trial includes one hundred six victims (forty-eight Uruguayans) who were 

detained and disappeared, indicting twenty-five repressors, one of whom is of 
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Uruguayan nationality.268 Other sources place the number of victims at one hundred 

seventy-one with approximately eighty being Uruguayan.269 A noteworthy addition to the 

trials is the recent declassification of documents from the National Security Archive in 

the United States concerning South America. This is a monumental investigation 

because the majority of Uruguayans who were abducted and later disappeared in 

Argentina was due to this regional terror network. 

After many years, justice was attained in a peculiar manner. Instead of following 

a sequence of events, justice and the overturning of the amnesty law in Uruguay were 

paradoxically accomplished by combined efforts between the pro-human rights civil 

sector and a singular international case. Both the Gelman case and the civil society 

heavily pressured politicians and forced them to create an interpretative bill to declare 

void the amnesty.  

The justice cascade was successful yet not enduring. More and more was being 

done, and each president, starting with Batlle, attempted to create lasting reconciliation. 

Nonetheless, the inadequacy of the justice cascade was caused by the executive, 

another civic attempt to overturn the law and ultimately by the relegation of Mota and the 

Supreme Court’s decision which closed (almost all) trials. Contrary to the previous era, 

the new millennium saw presidents playing a crucial role in the advancement of human 

rights. They all enacted initiatives to promote human rights mechanisms and actively 

played roles in determining which cases the tribunals could investigate. However, all 

three lacked political will and were hesitant to address the issues when they had the 

chance. This lack of political will resulted in half-hearted attempts and delayed or 

interrupted any plausible resolution. It is odd that the two left-leaning presidents’ would 

have tried to skirt the issue since members of their coalition were the most repressed 

and tortured under the dictatorial role. The civil society proved to be a double-edged 

sword. The society could be credited for helping eliminate the amnesty law, yet two 
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years prior it had tried taking the topic to the ballot vote a second time. Once again, the 

attempt to eliminate the law through a plebiscite failed, and opposition politicians were 

given more political fodder. The second public referendum greatly challenged the 

legitimacy of the Frente Amplio politicians who had to push through an interpretative law 

to avoid international condemnation. The upward trend of dealing with the past came to 

an abrupt end in 2013. The relegation of Judge Mota demonstrated that the Supreme 

Court was not interested in promoting the investigation and punishment of human rights 

violators, nor was the Supreme Court keen on observing to international law. This stance 

was reinforced by the court’s unexplainable decision to declare Law Nº 18.831 

unconstitutional. The justice cascade was successful in other countries such as 

Argentina and Chile, yet due to the Uruguayan SCJ, an era characterized for its 

adherence to human rights norms had come to a sudden end. This decision signified an 

end of a period dedicated to the gradual yet timid attempts to fully resolve outstanding 

human rights cases.  
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Chapter 4.  
 
Conclusion 

The central conundrum in Uruguay has been the nation’s inability to achieve a 

lasting reconciliation. There are still divisive sides with quite contrary views on what 

justice entails, and neither are willing to compromise. Is reconciliation ever possible and 

why has it been so difficult? Observing nearby countries and their attempts at 

reconciliation raises the question as to why it was possible there, and not in Uruguay. 

Uruguay shares many historic commonalities with the other Southern Cone 

nations. Chile and Uruguay both experienced a pacted transition between the outgoing 

military and representatives of the main political parties. Similar with Argentina, the two 

nations faced resistance from the military compelling legislators to eventually decide to 

pass amnesties which, in turn, pacified the rebellious factions of the armed forces. The 

easterly neighbor also had a strong presidential figure that interfered in judicial matters. 

Both saw the struggle to attain justice for human rights violations cumulate in the 

elimination of the amnesty laws. Although all three experienced the politicization of 

human rights abuses, Uruguay took a different path on how it tried to resolve the abuses 

of the past. This was through the use of public referendums. Both absent in the 

Uruguayan context were the number of disappearances and international pressure. The 

most striking difference, though, is how justice on a national level was unachievable and 

also despite an upsurge in human rights endeavors, both justice and truth were never 

fully realized. If unimpeded, would Uruguay have followed in the footsteps of Argentina 

and Chile or would it have taken a different direction? This case provides one of the few 

instances where a complete reconciliation has been prolonged. It also is important 

because few countries manage to repeal an amnesty after almost thirty years and even 

fewer have had all attempts for justice closed shortly thereafter.  
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Due to its singularity, Uruguay does not fit the mold of transitional justice and the 

justice cascade. It is not that these terms need to be rethought, nor do they lack value, 

but rather the events in Uruguay have shown to be unique in how South American 

nations have confronted their authoritarian past; consequently the concepts both break 

down in the Uruguayan context. As transitional justice prescribes, truth and justice were 

not accomplished. Although there was an incremental increase in human rights 

procedures and efforts to reconcile as describes the justice cascade, retributive justice 

was obstructed. This act left the theory unable to account for what had occurred. Even 

though the justice cascade disintegrated domestically, it continues in the region. This 

international dimension exemplified by the trials of Operation Condor, has maintained 

Uruguay in the struggle for retributive justice. 

Over the years, the process towards reconciliation has been greatly complicated 

by the overarching role of the executive, an objective-driven civil society, and 

politicization of human rights violations. The inflated role of the president greatly 

benefited his personal political interests, even at the expense of a Supreme Court who 

was originally willing to investigate human rights violations. When the presidency was 

finally attained by the leftist coalition, the presidents were stuck between enacting 

policies to bring closure to the victims, while at the same time feeling obliged to appease 

the armed forces. It is interesting to note that the first presidents after the transition to 

democracy in 1985, with the backing of the military, were able to make their decisions 

with unanimous approval from their constituency, whereas, the two FA presidents have 

successfully earned the support of the people and felt compelled to govern for the 

people. The civil society, although crucial for progress in regards to human rights, had 

complicated the task of the Frente Amplio politicians when they were confronted with the 

elimination of the amnesty law. Should they have not placed so much emphasis on the 

law, and found other ways to seek retributive justice?270 Should they have attempted to 

seek a more feasible approach instead of advocating and insisting on attaining a 

maximalist approach of justice? Their greatest adversary was not the law, but rather how 

human rights violations had become politicized and turned into an issue that appeared in 

the legislative palace and debated along party-lines. As elucidated in the 2011 debate, 
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the topic of victims was not even discussed, indicating how distant from the people the 

interpretative law had become and at the same time how impunity had long become 

embedded in the culture. If human rights truly have become another political topic, it will 

be curious to observe how the Frente Amplio will try to maintain its majority in 

Uruguayan politics in the 2014 elections, despite possibly having placed their party in 

jeopardy after the passage of the contentious interpretative law.  

Despite the closure in domestic courts, the Operation Condor trials have ensured 

that human rights cases carry on. With so many Uruguayans who were kidnapped and 

disappeared in Argentina, it makes sense that trials are now held in Buenos Aires. This 

begs the question, who are guilty of the crimes? The courts may declare that certain 

Argentine officers are culpable, yet what will become of the Uruguayan officers who 

participated in the kidnappings and eventual prisoner transfers to their easterly 

neighbor? Despite the numerous questions, I feel that these trials are important because 

they are boldly addressing cases that the Uruguayan courts had failed to investigate. 

With so many attempts at justice in Uruguay, I am doubtful as to whether many more 

initiatives will commence domestically or how many more are needed. Any further 

domestic effort will result in the opposition again accusing the participants of vengeance. 

A question that is yet to be answered is if the Supreme Court of Justice will obstruct any 

of the few investigations still pending. I think that because of the politicization of human 

rights and the historical president’s role over the judicial, the Supreme Court appears to 

be reasserting itself in Uruguayan politics. 

Is an absolute reconciliation ever possible? I believe that it is, however it is 

exceedingly difficult.  This difficulty arises from the fact that both sides have to mutually 

reconcile and compromise on their firmly-held positions. For reconciliation to occur, each 

country must have a distinct turning point in which the “savior-like” leader or previous-

ruling institution is discredited. This, in turn, loosens the armed forces’ grip on the 

political institutions. Chile’s was when Pinochet was found guilty of tax evasion. 

Previously, he was still known as the savior of the country and was still highly esteemed 

by almost 30% of the population. His conviction was a huge blow for his followers, many 

of whom had deemed the trials a settling of scores. Though Pinochet passed away 

before ever serving jail time, he died a disgraced dictator, not an esteemed leader, 

forever changing the “official” course of Chilean history. Argentina’s moment was 
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initiated by the arrest of General Videla in 2001. Although the nation’s amnesties and 

pardons were still in force, the general was found guilty of kidnapping children [el robo 

de bebés], a crime against humanity. This transforming moment turned the tides in 

Argentina and under Kirchner, led to the elimination of all impediments previously 

hindering human rights cases in the tribunals. Though these two nations have made 

great strides, one might point out that they are still wrestling with the horrors of their 

past. Though nothing may ever be completely resolved, their leaders, politicians and 

judiciary are committed to addressing past wrongs.    

Uruguay, on the other hand, has not experienced a water-shed moment. The 

military has never been fully discredited, but rather officers involved during the 

dictatorship were promoted.271 The genuine water-shed moment is what Uruguay is 

missing. Many instances have shown the military guilty of many human rights abuses, 

and former leaders have even been convicted in court, yet a segment of society272 still 

believes that it was a legitimate war fought between two sides and that the Uruguayan 

armed forces had prevailed victorious. Until the official account changes and the nation 

makes amends with the past, Uruguay will continue to live within a paradigm established 

by perpetrators of human rights abuses and a government enshrined by impunity. Until 

the nation addresses the underlying issues of justice and grants access to the courts, 

Uruguay will not be able to achieve a full reconciliation.  
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 Former President Batlle, members of the Colorado and Nacional parties and the Uruguayan 
armed forces among others. 
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